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What do you love about Vermont? I love all the lakes, mountains, fresh air,

wildlife, and forests. Vermont is a wonderful place to go and see landscapes. Vermont's
seasons are a lot different than other areas in the United states!!!

Lakes are a refreshing source of water, and food. Did you know Lake Champlain
is the largest lake in Vermont!!!!! You can do lots of stuff in lakes like, you can go water
skiing, tubing, fishing, swimming, wakeboarding, jet skiing, kayaking, canoeing, sun
bathing, and boating. Lakes are also a wonderful view and normally if you're at a lake
then you'll see a whole lot of wildlife as well.

Mountains are normally multiple mountains by each other and that's called a
mountain range. The biggest mountain range in Vermont is the Green Mountains. The
Green Mountains run to more than 250 miles long.

The fresh air is so nice, in the summer you can smell the trees and lakes and
honestly, if I went on a vacation I would rather stay here! Even though Vermont has
harsh winters the amazing summers pay for that!!!

The wildlife in Vermont is incredible!!! You can see wildlife almost everywhere in
Vermont!!!!! The wildlife in Vermont is way different then all the other areas near by!!!
There are tons of wildlife in Vermont and theres lots to see like deer, birds, chipmunks,
moose, rabbits, and snakes i could go on forever but my point is animals in Vermont are
way different than animals in other parts of the world!!!

The forests in Vermont are WONDERFUL!!! They are beautiful when you take
walks alone!!! Walking in the forest alone is so amazing and relaxing. There is also a lot
of wild life in the forest too. There is a lot of nature in the forest and it is incredible!!!

I hoped you enjoyed my letter and i had so much fun writing it
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